Let Dd{ (x, t):t>0} be a domain of the plane bounded by curves x=rji(t), x = rj2(t)y and 2 = 0, where rji(t) <rj2(t) for all / and, for each TG(0, oo ), rji(t) satisfies a Lipschitz condition with exponent f on the interval [0, T] 
THEOREM. If (X y T)Ç.B and (3/, s)£d£> with s<T> then there exists a unique kernel function f or the heat equation in D at (y, s) with respect to (X, T).
It is clear that, for s<T, a kernel function at (y> s) with respect to (X, T) is completely determined by its values in D T -{(x, t)ÇLD:t<T\.
Thus, it suffices to consider kernel functions at (y, s) in the bounded region D T . One is led to the following representation result. 
THEOREM. If u{x, t) is a solution of the heat equation in DT such that u(x t t) is nonnegative {or has a one-sided bound in DT)> then u{x, t) has finite parabolic limits on dpD T except for a set of zero caloric measure.
A similar theorem can be proven, assuming only that u{x, t) nas a one-sided bound in some parabolic cone at each point of dpD T .
Furthermore, all of these theorems can be extended to domains D of the form D-\{x, t):t>0, x>rj(t)}, where rj{t) again satisfies a Lipschitz condition with exponent | on intervals [0, T] with T< oo. Proofs of all the results mentioned here can be found in [4] .
